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The Skylight Platform generates events to help identify suspicious behavior that may be illegal or
non-compliant with fisheries and other maritime regulations. Events are displayed for vessels
around the globe and in user-defined areas of interest. Skylight surfaces specific events that are
interesting rather than showing all vessels and tracks (like other maritime tools) to reduce the time
analysts spend manually analyzing tracks. This user guide provides information about navigating all
elements of Skylight, starting with Account Administration.

Logging into the System
To access the alerting platform, go to
https://sc-production.skylight.earth/login. Your
username will be the email address you provided to
Skylight when completing the Account Creation
Form. If you forget your password, click on the
“Forgot Password?” link above the Log In button and
follow the instructions.

You can also change your Password after you log-in
through your “User Profile” under “My Skylight”.
Specifically, click on the “Edit Profile” icon.
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General Navigation
After logging in, you will have a global
view of events generated in the past
24 hours. Teal dots are clusters of
multiple events. There are many ways1

to move the map:

● Drag the screen to pan the map
● Scroll with your mouse to zoom
● Zoom In (+) and Out (-) controls

on the left-hand side
● Double-click on a specific

location to zoom

Use the Date Range picker to increase
the time frame and view more events.

The dropdown menu under “Events”
shows all the event types Skylight generates. If
there is a lot of clutter, you can use this menu to
narrow down on events of interest:

● Rendezvous Events (A)
● Fishing Events (A)
● Entry Events (C)
● Speed Range Events (C)
● Satellite Radar Imagery (A)

NOTE: Some event types are generated
automatically (A), while other events need to be configured to an area before they appear (C).
Therefore when you first log-in, you may see Rendezvous Events, but no Entry Events or Speed
Range events. We will describe how to configure events later in this user guide.

Selecting an event, either with the sidebar or by clicking on the icon on the map, will bring up a
panel that displays more details about the event.

1 We use Mapbox for the basemap behind our platform: © Mapbox, 2019.
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Events: Rendezvous
A Standard Rendezvous is an event where two vessels, transmitting AIS, have traveled
<250 meters of each other at approximately the same speed. There is a delay of at least

30 minutes for the system to build confidence that rendezvous behavior is occurring.

A Dark Rendezvous is an event where only one vessel is transmitting AIS and exhibits a
track pattern indicating a rendezvous with a vessel not transmitting AIS. Unlike the standard

rendezvous alert, this is a machine-learning based method where our model has “learned”
characteristics of vessel tracks where subject matter experts identified a dark rendezvous has
occurred. Note this is an experimental event type that has more false positives than the Standard
Rendezvous event.

NOTE: Skylight currently does not generate standard rendezvous alerts within 10km and dark
rendezvous alerts within 100km. Close to shore, vessels frequently travel slowly and close together
without necessarily having a rendezvous. We created this rule to reduce false positives.

Whether a rendezvous truly happened and what was transshipped is not determinable through
Skylight alone. Corroborative information from other MDA sources like imagery or human
observation are still necessary to confirm the event. It is also up to the analyst to determine if a
potential transshipment is illegal based on knowledge of local laws. Skylight only provides an
indication of suspicious behavior.
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Event Details
Clicking on the event will show a spotlight and
the event’s track on the map and provide
information about the event and the
participating vessels, such as: start time, start
location, duration, MMSI, nationality, and other
vessel characteristics. Rendezvous events will
also include a link to each participants’
rendezvous history.

For Dark Rendezvous events, the Details Card
looks very similar (see right). However since
there is only 1 vessel using AIS, the
AIS-transmitting vessel that displayed the
anomalous tracks is on the top of the card.
Below are any vessels in the vicinity.

Dark Rendezvous Vessels in the Vicinity
When possible, Skylight offers vessels within reasonable vicinity of the event. These are vessels
that could have observed the rendezvous event. The actual partner - if there was one - may be
visible in other data sources like VMS or imagery.

The last possibility is that there was no partner and this maneuver was similar to that of a vessel
conducting transshipment, but it was actually some other type of loitering. E.g.:

● Vessels waiting for their turn to enter port or a major strait/canal
● Vessels having an engine issue
● Vessels pulling up next to an oil platform or stationary structure

It is possible to see the same vessel generate multiple Dark Rendezvous events in Skylight. It is
possible that the vessel is meeting multiple vessels, one vessel for a long period of time, or no
vessels at all but loitering for some other reason. Multiple Dark Rendezvous events were generated
because the vessel is still displaying behavior indicative of a Dark Rendezvous. Later in this user
guide, we describe how to use vessel tracks to further investigate what is happening during a Dark
Rendezvous event (section titled “View Vessel Tracks Behind Events”).

Transshipment Confidence
Transshipment confidence is an indicator for how likely it is that goods were transshipped during a
Standard or Dark Rendezvous with the confidence levels of “Low”, “Medium”, or “High”.

Transshipment confidence is calculated slightly differently for Standard and Dark rendezvous. For
Standard Rendezvous, transshipment confidence is calculated using a machine-learning model that
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primarily takes into account the vessel types, duration, and flags. For
Dark Rendezvous, the transshipment confidence is calculated using a
rules-based algorithm using vessel type and duration.

Because duration is a primary factor in transshipment confidence, we
recommend looking at High Transshipment Confidence alerts for the
evaluation of larger, higher quantity, and/or complex exchanges of
goods such as fish, oil and cargo and Low Transshipment Confidence
alerts for the evaluation of smaller, simpler exchanges such as
contraband. As the duration of a rendezvous increases, the
transshipment confidence level will rise.

Finding “In Progress” Events
A key differentiator of Skylight is its generation of alerts in real-time. A
rendezvous alert is indicated as ‘In Progress’ if the tracks of the vessels
remain together (Standard Rendezvous) or are still indicative of
rendezvous behavior (Dark Rendezvous) from the AIS messages
received by Skylight within the last two hours. You can differentiate
between ‘In Progress’ or real-time rendezvous and
‘Completed’ or historical rendezvous alerts by

looking for three circles  ( ) next to the event on
the right-hand side Alert Panel or in the summary
text that shows when you hover over an alert on the
map.

On Mobile
Use two fingers to zoom in and out on the map.
Upon zooming in, you can view a list of rendezvous
by tapping on the List tab at the top right of the
screen. Click on Events from that list or tap on the marker directly from the map. Navigating
between the Map and List of Events:
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How to see more details about specific vessels, and close the Event Details card:

How to open event history while the card is open:
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Events: Entry
An Entry Event is simple: it describes when a vessel’s AIS transmission is detected inside a specific
area. This can be helpful for tracking vessel entries into an EEZ, port, fishing zones, or other
regulated areas that require authorization.

Unlike Rendezvous events, Entry events must be configured to an area before they appear on the
map. Specifically, an area must be 1) created and 2) enabled for Entry Events before they appear. We
describe how to do this in the section “Creating a Custom Area of Interest (AOI)”.

When a vessel enters the boundary of a created area, this icon will appear for the Entry Event:
This icon does not show the vessel’s current location. It shows where the vessel first transmitted
inside the area. Since its entry, the vessel may have moved from the location where the icon is.

Clicking on the icon will show tracks of where the vessel has moved.

Entry Event Details
Clicking on an Entry Event will show tracks and more information about the event, specifically:

1. Event Date/Time - When the entry occurred
2. Lat/Long: Location - Where the entry occurred
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3. Basic Vessel Details - Clicking on the vessel name will open a new window with more
information about the vessel.

4. Exit Date/Time - When the entry exit occurred,  if one was recorded
5. Area - The name of the area you are monitoring
6. Duration -  The length of time the vessel is in the area

On Mobile

All of these functionalities for viewing Entry Events are available on mobile as well:

Events: Speed Range
This is an event for monitoring AIS-transmitting vessels who meet certain speed parameters.
Similar to Entry Events, Speed Range events must be configured to an area before events will
appear on the map.

Configuration requires setting rules about the speed a vessel must travel over a specific distance or
a period of time. There are several reasons you may want to generate this event:

● To monitor vessels traveling above a speed where they are in danger of fatally striking large
mammals (e.g. Right Whale migration along the east coast of the United States).

● To monitor vessels that are unlikely to be on “innocent passage” through an area.
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Look for this icon to find Speed Range events on the map.

The Different Types of Speed Settings
Every Speed Range requires choosing a minimum distance or minimum time that the vessel must
be traveling within a speed range. Examples:

● Vessels traveling significantly faster than 10 knots for several kilometers on the Atlantic
coast on AIS are very likely to be breaking speed regulations protecting right whales.

○ Speed Range: 13 to 60 knots
○ Distance: 3 km

● Fishing vessels traveling 1-3 knots for at least
20 minutes could be fishing.

○ Speed Range: 1 to 3 knots
○ Time: 20 minutes
○ NOTE: You cannot add limitations like

vessel types at this stage. In this
example, limiting the Speed Range
events to only fishing vessel types
happens later through the Filters menu (see section “Getting Alerted to Speed Range
Events”).

Once the Speed Range settings are saved, events will be generated as soon as a vessel inside the
area meets the criteria.

Events: Fishing (Beta)
“Beta” means we are actively improving this event before we consider it complete.
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A Fishing Event is an event generated when fishing behavior is detected in the tracks of an
AIS-transmitting vessel. This event uses a machine learning model like Dark Rendezvous. However,
the fishing detection model is much more qualified and has far fewer false positives.

Ways to use Fishing Events:

● Monitor foreign vessels
fishing at the border of
an EEZ (top image
shows Russian vessel
fishing at the edge of
the US-Russia border).

● Monitor whether industrial fishing vessels are fishing inside artisanal-only fishing zones.

● Monitor where distant water fleets of specific countries are active (bottom image shows
likely location of the Chinese distant water fishing fleet 1 day prior).

The fishing detection model does not consider vessel type when generating a Fishing Event. This is
specifically to identify vessels who are fishing without transmitting themselves as fishing vessels
on AIS - which happens frequently.

“Beta” Feature and Upcoming Improvements
While the Fishing Event is in a “Beta” phase, you cannot create alerts using Fishing Events yet. In
the coming months, we plan to:

● Add alerting functionality
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● Disambiguate Fishing and Dark Rendezvous events. In some parts of the ocean today, Dark
Rendezvous events are accidentally picking up Fishing events. These are cases where you
will see Fishing and Dark Rendezvous icons for the same vessel on top of each other.

Events: Satellite Radar Imagery
Skylight partners with MDA to use Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) or Satellite Radar and provide
Vessel Detection Events. This is helpful for identifying dark vessels - specifically those who have
their AIS off. Dark vessel detections are useful for:

● Identifying potential partners in Dark Rendezvous events
● Identifying vessels entering parks or EEZs without authorization
● Identifying vessels conducting other illegal activityHere is a scenario where several non-AIS

transmitting vessels may have illegally entered a Marine Protected Area where AIS
transmission is required:

Unlike AIS, satellite radar is not available in real-time or in all parts of the world. There are a few
satellites collecting SAR and the satellites are owned by different companies. This means that data
is only available at specific times of the day on specific days depending on the satellites’ orbit.

Skylight partners with MAXAR-MDA to schedule SAR collections every month and pays for the
collections on behalf of agencies we work with. A project must first be scoped with the Skylight
team to start seeing data. We are particularly interested in supporting agencies who want to collect
satellite radar ahead of an anti-IUU Fishing patrol or operation. Please contact
support@skylight.global if you are interested.

View Satellite Radar Data
To view vessel detections on radar, make sure “Satellite Radar Imagery” is selected under the
“Events and Imagery” menu on the top left. Then, change the timeframe to the period where you
are expecting to view radar data. By default, the view is for the last 24 hours. That means if there
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was no collection in the last 24 hours, you will not see data on the map. To change the time frame,
use the date picker on the top right of the platform.

Find Out When There Is Historical Data Available
Skylight may have imagery available for your area of interest from previous projects. To see when
previous collections have occurred, first make sure your area is created in the system (see section
“Creating Custom Areas of Interest (AOI)” for directions).

After your area is created, go to the Areas Menu on the top left of
the platform and find the Imagery tab. Any historic satellite
imagery that overlapped with the Area of Interest will be listed
here.

Hovering over each listed collection will display the collection
areas on the map. Detections will not appear on the map unless
the date range is set to correspond to the collection.

If there are no collections overlapping your AOI, then the list will be
empty (see right).

Finally, at the bottom is a link to Request new satellite radar data
for your area of interest. Note that feedback is required for
Skylight to fund satellite data requests.

Analyzing Satellite Radar Data
In a collection, each detected vessel is represented by a
square icon on the map. Gray colored icons are vessels
that have been correlated with an AIS transmission.
Red icons are vessels that were not correlated with
AIS. NOTE: It is possible for these “dark” vessels to
be transmitting on another system, like VMS. If you
have access to other data sources, check the
position and time against those sources.

Clicking on a vessel detection will open a “card”
which contains a thumbnail of the SAR image as well
as more details about the vessel detected.

You can move these cards around on their screen by
dragging the top banner. You can also open multiple
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cards at once. All vessel detections (Correlated and Dark) come with an estimated length, width,
and heading from radar.

● Length and width can severely overestimate the actual size of the vessel, particularly at low
resolutions. However, if used carefully, estimated length can be a useful proxy for the type of
vessel detected. For example, fishing vessels often have an estimated length of 20m or
smaller.

● Heading ranges from 0 to 360 degrees. It is possible for vessels to be moving in the
opposite direction than the estimated heading (error of +/- 180 degrees).

You can also filter vessels based on length or whether they are correlated with AIS to focus on
groupings of dark vessels.

Email Notification for a New Collections
In the same way that you can set up email alerts for other events, you can set up email alerts for
radar data. See later Section “Generate Alerts” for more information. NOTE: The system does not
display collections or send notifications for collections where 0 vessels were detected. If you do
not see a collection that was expected, this is most likely what occurred. You can contact
support@skylight.global to confirm.

Request or Provide Feedback on Satellite Radar Collection
If you would like to order Satellite Radar Collection, you can send your request by

1. Clicking on My Skylight menu on top right of platform
2. Click on the drop down arrow next to Support
3. Clicking on Request Satellite Radar Collection

We schedule our collections on a monthly basis, so we suggest getting in your requests one month
ahead of time.

We may also ask you to use this form to provide feedback on the collection you have received.
NOTE: We will only continue spending our budget to collect for agencies who provide regular
feedback on previous SAR collections. This feedback is kept confidential to Ai2 but is required for
advocating for further funding to support projects like yours.
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Accessing SAR on Mobile

SAR collections are also visible through
the mobile website. At the top of the
screen, use the dropdown menu to
toggle to Imagery.

Tap “List” to
navigate through
detections. Tapping
on image chips will
also open the
vessel detection
details cards.
Example right of a
correlated and dark
detection.
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Creating Custom Areas of Interest (AOI)
Skylight can monitor rendezvous and entry events in any area you specify. Examples include:

● Artisanal fishing zones
● Other restricted fishing zones
● Buffer areas outside of borders to monitor vessel entries into your park or EEZ
● Anchorage zones, transshipment/security zones
● Oil fields

NOTE: At this stage any area you create must be a closed
polygon. You cannot add shapes like dots or lines.

How to Create a Custom Area

Click on the shape tool ( ) on the left sidebar to view the
three ways of creating a shape: drawing, entering coordinates, or
uploading a KMZ/KML file.

Draw Shape

After clicking on
“Draw Shape”
start clicking on
the map to drop
points. When
finished, double
click to close the
polygon. You
must add a name
and description
before you can
save the area.

Enter
Coordinates

The second
option to create
an area is typing in longitude/ latitude coordinates in the decimal system. When you are entering
coordinates, separate the coordinates by a comma, and enclose each pair with brackets like:
[7.0001, 7.1234]
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The first and last set of coordinates must also match to
close the polygon and the entire set of brackets must be
enclosed in triple brackets. If the coordinates have been
entered correctly, the “Display” button will become available
and you will be able to view your area on the map.

Finally, enter the area name and description to save this
area.

Upload KMZ File

The last option for creating an area is uploading a file in
KMZ format. Click on “Choose file” to navigate to the file
you want to upload. Then fill out a name and description to
save the area.

KMZ files must be under 20KB
in size which is a polygon of
about 300 points.

Enabling Entry Events
As mentioned in the “General
Navigation” section,  some
event types are generated
automatically, while other
events need to be configured to
an area before they appear. Entry Events are one event that must be configured to an area.
Specifically the analyst must create an area of interest to monitor vessel entries into that area.

When creating an area, the option to generate entry events for the area is enabled by default. It will
take less than an hour for the first set of entries to show. NOTE: You cannot enable entry
monitoring for areas over 1 million km2
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Enabling Speed Range Events
Speed Range events are another event type that do not show up automatically on the map; they
must first be configured to an area. In the bottom of each screen when creating a custom area, you
will see a section titled “Add Speed Range Events”.

Click the plus icon ( ) to configure a new Speed
Range event.

You will see that you can use the radio button to set
your speed range preference by:

● Time : this is the default setting. You can
select the minimum time in hour(s) or
minute(s) by selecting your unit of measure
from the drop down.

● Distance: the default selection is in nautical
miles but you can also select your minimum
distance in kilometers or miles.

You can have multiple speed ranges for an area.

Viewing Custom Areas
Once you have created your custom area, you will be

able to view it on the map. Go to layers ( ) on the
left sidebar and make sure “My Areas” is activated to
view all of the areas you have created.

Managing Custom Areas
Another way to see a list of the areas you have
created is by clicking “Areas” on the left corner of
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the menu bar. You can also manage your areas from this menu.

Clicking on the arrow will expand the area
settings. Under the ‘Area’ tab, you can:

1. Click “View” to go to the area on the map
and select it.

2. Click “Copy” to create a clone of the area.
This option is useful if you would like to
change the boundaries of an existing area
to create a new area.

a. NOTE: You will not see the copy
option for an area originally created
by KMZ/KML file upload.

3. Click “Delete” to remove the area from
your map layer and all area-based events
associated with that area (e.g. historical
Entry and Speed Range events).

a. NOTE: If an area is being used in a
Saved Filter, the system will block
you from editing or deleting the
area to protect the filter. Follow the
prompts to delete the associated
saved filter. After that, you will be
able to delete or edit the area.

4. Edit the name, description of the area
5. Click “Copy Area Coordinates” to copy the

area coordinates to your clipboard. This is
useful for sharing areas with other Skylight
users - paste the coordinates into a text
file and send them to the other user

From the “Events” tab, you can add or delete
area-based events, specifically Entry and Speed
Range Events.
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View Vessel Tracks Behind Events
You can view the tracks of a vessel 48 hours before and after a rendezvous or entry event occurs
and support analysis such as:

● Better determining whether a “Dark Rendezvous” event captured a meeting with another
vessel, or rather vessels waiting for their turn in port, fishing, servicing offshore equipment,
or loitering for some other reason

● Examining whether a fishing vessel may have fished just before meeting with a Fish
Carrier/Reefer in a “Standard Rendezvous” event

● Seeing if there were gaps in AIS transmission after an “Entry” alert, suggestive of
non-authorized vessels operating in the area

To display tracks, click an event to open the Alert Details card.

Use your mouse or the left-side tools to zoom in/out and move the map to look at different parts of
the vessel(s) tracks. You can also hover over specific points in the vessel tracks to see the exact

time, position, and speed. These points are marked with an arrow ( ) symbol.

NOTE: Not every AIS position transmitted by a vessel is marked with the arrow symbol ( ). When
a vessel has been traveling at the same speed and direction, Skylight merges all of the repeated
points in the middle so the arrow is only visible at the start point and end point of that track
segment.

The tracks view will provide you with:

1. Speed range – Quickly visualize how fast a vessel was traveling during its journey.

2. Direction changes – The arrow ( ) indicates the Course over Ground (COG) of the vessel.
COG comes from GPS and shows the direction the vessel is actually moving.
NOTE: COG is different from Heading, which is the direction the vessel is pointing. Heading
and COG are often different due to the vessel actively changing direction or movements of
underlying currents.

3. Gaps – Shaded line between segments indicates gaps in AIS transmission longer than 2
hours.

4. Position details – Hovering over an arrow ( ) at the end of a track segment displays the
vessel’s position and average speed. Clicking onto the arrow will “freeze” the box so you can
copy the information.
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Identify Vessels with Gaps in their AIS Transmission
AIS is required to be fitted on all vessels of 300 gross tonnage or upwards on international voyages,
cargo ships of 500 gross tonnage and upwards not engaged in international voyages, and all
passenger ships irrespective of size. In many areas for other vessel types, AIS is not required to be
on but it is still suspicious for vessels to be switching the transmission off and on.

To help surface these vessels, Skylight has an indicator to all Entry events where there was a 2-hour
gap in AIS transmission during the event window (48 hours before the event and/or 48 hours after

the event). By looking for this indicator ( ), you can quickly identify Entry events with gap(s) in
their tracks without needing to open the event details one-by-one.

The indicator ( ) appears in three places:

1. The right-hand panel
2. Hover-over a vessel on the map
3. Event Details Card

NOTE: On occasion, you may see a transmission gap in the Tracks view without the corresponding
indicator. This occurs because there is a delay to the icon display that is longer than updates to the
Tracks view.

Download Event Data
Skylight has the capability to download events that appear on the map in CSV or KML formats.
Some use cases this can help with:

● Listing all vessels who have entered a port, park, EEZ, or other AOI.
● Creating monthly reports of potential transshipment activities.
● Conducting network analysis for regional rendezvous activities (example right).
● Viewing Skylight events alongside other MDA softwares.
● Adding contacts of interest to patrol plans for ships and/or flights.

NOTE: Satellite Radar Imagery data is not downloadable
due to data access restrictions with our provider.

Steps to download events on the map:

1. Zoom into your area of interest.
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2. (Optionally) Apply any filters you would like to take into account. E.g. time frame, choosing
only entry events, vessel nationalities

3. (Optionally) Click on a custom area to limit events that have occurred only inside that area.
4. Choose between CSV and KML to download from the Event List/sidebar (see right).

The fields included in the downloaded file are:

● Event Type: Entry, Standard Rendezvous, Dark Rendezvous
● Event Start: When the event was first detected by Skylight, e.g. when a rendezvous

encounter between two vessels was estimated to have started
● Event End: Estimated end time of event
● Event Location: Latitude, Longitude
● Vessel Name: Multiple vessels in Standard Rendezvous events are separated by a “|”
● MMSI: Standard Rendezvous and Entry events have this information; Dark Rendezvous do

not for now. Multiple vessels in Standard Rendezvous events are separated by a “|”.
● Transshipment Confidence Level: for Standard and Dark Rendezvous
● Event ID: Helpful to include if you are contacting the Skylight Support team. Otherwise you

can ignore this field.

Download Vessel History
Download event history for vessels in CSV or KML formats.

Steps to download vessel history:

1. Searching for a vessel or click on the vessel name  on an event card.
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2. Use the icon on the top right to download the vessel history in CSV or KML format.

The fields included in the downloaded file are:

● Event Type: Entry, Port Visit, Standard Rendezvous, Dark Rendezvous
● Transshipment Confidence Level: for Standard and Dark Rendezvous
● Area: Only relevant to Entry Events
● Port Name
● Event Location: Latitude, Longitude
● Event Start/Arrival Date: When the event was first detected by Skylight, e.g. when a

rendezvous encounter between two vessels was estimated to have started
● Duration: Estimated based on vessel AIS tracks

Searching for Specific Vessels
If you are interested in information about a specific
vessel, you can search for a vessel’s record by typing its
name, MMSI, IMO, or call sign into the search bar at the
top of the platform. A list of potential matches will be
displayed in a drop down menu as soon as you begin
typing. Scrolling to the bottom of the list and clicking
the “More” link displays a list of all search results in a
separate page where they can be sorted by column
headers. 

NOTE: This feature only allows you to search for the
vessel record and does not search for those vessels
among alerts on the map.
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The search function is also available on mobile devices at the top of the screen. Click the Ship Icon
in order to start a search. Selecting “More” will open a list of search results. Users can click onto the
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expand arrow to view more details about each result. To see the complete record of information,
click onto ‘Vessel Details’.

You can also reach the Vessel Details Page for vessels involved in alerts by clicking the vessel name
link of any activities card.

Vessel Details Page
Vessel Details Pages contains all of the information Skylight has collected about specific vessels,
including:

1. Vessel Identity, Ownership, and Gear Type Information on the left-hand side
2. A summary of the vessel’s activities since Nov, 2017 in chronological order. On top of Events,

you can view Port Visits here.
3. A column that can be expanded to view more information about events
4. A mini map that updates as you click on each row within the Activity History
5. Last Known Position - the most recent information we have on the vessel’s location
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The Vessel Details Page is also available on mobile. Use the dropdown arrows to expand any
section.

Viewing Underlying Sources for Vessel Data
Skylight combines several different sources to present the best information available about
vessels. You can view the source behind each field on Alert Details Cards and Vessel Details Pages

by clicking on the link. Data sources can be valuable for comparing data on
Skylight to data from other tools.

Skylight’s vessel data come from three sources:

a. AIS
○ Automatic Identification System
○ Vessels using AIS transmit positional data (e.g. speed over ground) and self-reported

static information (e.g. vessel type, length)
b. IHS

○ IHS Markit Ltd.
○ This is the primary source for International Maritime Organization (IMO) ship

numbers and related information (e.g. company, ownership)
c. SLDB

○ Skylight Database
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○ This database pulls information from many publicly available sources to provide
information particularly useful for identifying fishing vessels, their owners, and gear
types

Data sources are also visible on mobile.
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Filtering by Event Characteristics
Filters are useful for narrowing down the events visible on the Skylight map to those that are
particularly interesting. Some common examples include:

● Excluding entries by local vessels
● Looking for potential bunkering

activity between fishing vessels
and refueling vessels

● Displaying all events that
occurred in a region for the past
month

Filters are accessed by clicking on the
Filters button on the top bar. The number
beside the filter name references the
number of filters being applied in the
current view.

Some filter options are only available for
Rendezvous Events or Entry Events, but
not both. The filter will only show categories applicable for the event type you selected from the
“Events” dropdown. First, we will walk through the filter options available for all events.
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Filters for All Events

Nationality

Filtering by nationality looks for vessels affiliated with that country according to their Flag Country,
Control Country (CC), or Owner Country. This filter encompasses all vessels affiliated with the
nationalities selected as determined by Flag Country, Control Country (CC), or Owner Country.
Adding country names to this filter will return events in which at least one of the participants is
affiliated with the selected nationalities across any of those fields. In the example below, this alert
would display if the nationality selected was Panama OR Netherlands.

NOTE: Flag Country is based off what the vessel is transmitting on AIS. The first three digits of an
MMSI number is a code that maps to specific countries. More information is available here. It is
possible for vessels to transmit different flags than where they are registered because they have
not updated their AIS.
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Additionally, you can include multiple countries in the nationalities filter, filter specifically for vessels
that do not have a proper nationality (“unknown”), and choose to include or exclude alerts based off
of Nationalities.
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Vessel Types

Vessel type is determined through AIS
transmissions and supplemental data
when available. We use fields like MMSI,
call sign and IMO to match vessels from
AIS transmissions to external metadata.

The filter will limit events to whichever
vessel types are selected. Some vessel
types have additional subtypes, which can
be accessed with the dropdown arrow. It
is often easiest to start with “Select All”
and remove vessel types that are not
of-interest.

For Standard Rendezvous events,
selected vessel types may appear for
either position/vessel.  For Dark
Rendezvous events, the vessel type
conditions are only to the “known” vessel
transmitting AIS, not the possible
rendezvous partners.

The table below summarizes all vessel types captured in the platform.

Vessel
Type

Description

Cargo All cargo types
Enforcement Vessels engaged in military operations, search and rescue, law enforcement vessels, and fishery

patrols
Fishing Fishing vessel types, such as Gill Netter, Longliner, Seiner, and more.
Fish Carrier Fish carrier vessels as determined through external metadata
Fish Factory Fish factory/processing vessels as determined through external metadata
Fish Research Fisheries research vessels
Passenger Passenger vessels (e.g. cruise ships, ferries, etc.)
Pleasure Pleasure craft (e.g. sailing, yachts, etc.)
SAR Search-and-rescue vessels
Service Anti-pollution, dredging, offshore supply, pilot, tender, towing, and tug vessels
Tanker All tanker types
Other Diving, HSC, Medical, NAC, Spare, WIG, and other vessel types classified under Ship
Unknown Vessels not contained in our database or transmitting a vessel type
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Time

Events can be filtered by date ranges as measured from the
current date or by specific date ranges. The default display is for
the last 24 hours.

In general, up to 31 days of historical data can be viewed at once
from the main map. These 31 days can cross over different
months. These are the exceptions:

● When Fishing Events are selected alone or in combination
with other events, only 2 weeks of data can be viewed at a
time. This is to reduce the browser crashing from there
being too many Fishing Events on the screen.

● When Satellite Radar Imagery is selected alone, you can
view as much as 18 months of data at one time.

Combining Filters

Filters can be used alone or in combination with other filters.

1. Multiple selections within the same filter type will be treated as an ‘OR’.
a. For example, if a user selects the checkbox next to Fishing and Fish Carrier options

under Vessel Types, alerts will be filtered to display rendezvous events where at least
one of the participants is a Fishing vessel or a Fish Carrier.

2. Selecting filters across filter types will be treated as an ‘AND’.
a. For example, if a user selects Vessel Type as Fish Carrier and Nationality as China,

alerts will be filtered to display rendezvous events where at least one participant is
Chinese-affiliated and at least one vessel’s type is Fish Carrier.
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The same filter options in Desktop are also available on Mobile through the filters icon.
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Rendezvous Characteristics

Under the “Rendezvous” filter, you can filter alerts by
the Type of Rendezvous, Status, and Transshipment
Confidence. Some common use cases include:

● Filtering rendezvous events where the
participants involved are clear (Type >>
Rendezvous)

● Searching for events that an active patrol can
take action on and potentially capture
in-the-act (Status >> In Progress)

● Finding bunkering and other activities that
take a longer time to conduct in a rendezvous
(Transshipment Confidence >> High)

Imagery-Specific Filters

Estimated Vessel Length and Correlation Status

Vessel length is a decent proxy for identifying the vessel type of dark vessels (e.g. fishing vessels
usually have an estimated length of 20m or smaller). You can narrow down on short and long
vessels.
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NOTE: Vessel length is an estimated field coming from the radar detection, so it is often incorrect.
Now you can also filter out vessels that were correlated with AIS to study the locations of dark
vessels.

Now you can also filter out vessels that were correlated with AIS to study the locations of dark
vessels.

Adding Map Layers
Skylight provides some layers, by default, to help analyze alerts. Toggling these layers on and off
can help you understand whether an alert is happening inside or outside important boundaries.
Click on the Layers icon ( ) on the left-hand toolbar to view these options:

● My Areas: Polygon you created to monitor an area
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● 12NM: 12 Nautical Mile or Territorial Seas Boundary2

● EEZs: Exclusive Economic Zones3

● Bathymetry: Displays the depth of the water (example below)

3 Reference for the data behind the 200 nautical mile EEZ layer:
Flanders Marine Institute (2019). Maritime Boundaries Geodatabase: Maritime Boundaries and Exclusive
Economic Zones (200NM), version 11. Available online
at http://www.marineregions.org/ https://doi.org/10.14284/386.

2 Reference for the data behind the 12 nautical mile layer:
Flanders Marine Institute (2019). Maritime Boundaries Geodatabase: Territorial Seas (12NM), version 3.
Available online at https://www.marineregions.org/ https://doi.org/10.14284/387.
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Filtering by Area
Filtering by area is useful when you are interested in restricting the events you are seeing on the
map to a specific region or when you want to receive alerts for events that happen only inside a
particular area. There are a few ways to restrict the events you are seeing for areas.

Choosing a Custom AOI
For Rendezvous and Entry Events

If you created a specific area to monitor events, you can go to the location of your AOI via the Area
drop down or go directly on the map. Clicking inside the polygon will filter the events to within that
area.

Measuring Tool
This tool is useful for measuring the distance between alerts and points of interest like the
boundary of an EEZ or distance from the coast-line. You can also measure areas such as the size of
a region where there are many alerts.

1. Click on the ruler icon ( ) in the left-hand toolbar to open the measuring tool.
2. Select a unit of measurement of your choice
3. Click on the map to create a starting point and move the cursor to measure.

o As the cursor moves, a live distance and bearing from the last point will display in a
box following your cursor.

4. Click again on the map to add a vertex to a polygon or polyline.
o As points are added, the sum of all distances will display in a box on the top left.

5. To close the tool, simply click on “Close Ruler” in the top left box.
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Generate Alerts
If you are primarily looking at the same area or applying the same filters when using Skylight, using
“Save as Alert” will save you time. You must select a Custom Area before you can save an alert.

The “Save as Alert” button will be disabled until an area is selected. Once you click on an area, you
will see the button enabled along with the pop-up dialog to create your saved alert.
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You can validate that you have chosen the right area
by looking at the area name on the top of the modal
and applied filters.

The “In-app” checkbox is enabled by default during
the process which means you can receive audio
alerts on the screen while you are actively using
Skylight

In the example on the right, several Event Types are
selected. The user will be receiving in-app alerts for
Rendezvous, Entry, and Radar Imagery.

If you wish to only create a specific event type, you
can do so by deselecting the checkbox for the event
you do not want to create alert for.

The name of your saved alert for each Event is
pre-populated with the name of the area and the
event type. You can update the name for your View in
the pop-up window. This alert name is also what is used in the subject of email alerts.

By default the modal will have the filter set to all the filter categories you selected on the main map
but you can update the filter in this modal as well.
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Click on “Save as Alert” to save your settings.

View or Change Previously Created Alerts
Access your alerts easily through the “My Skylight” menu.
Clicking on an alert will re-run your settings and take you to that
pre-set region with your filters already applied (like a ‘shortcut’).

If you have many alerts, you can use the checkbox to filter your
alerts to specific event types. Otherwise alerts are listed in
alphabetical order.

If you are interested in seeing the details of your alert, editing it,
or turning on/off email or in-app notifications, use the arrow
next to the alert.
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You can also create saved alerts on Mobile by selecting an area and tapping on the “Save” box next
to the filter icon. Just like the desktop version of Skylight, a Saved Alert is a combination of any
filters you have selected and an area.

NOTE: You cannot draw custom areas on mobile.

The menu icon at the top right of the screen allows you to access Saved Views. Use your finger to
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In-App Alerts
Alerts that have in-app notifications enabled will send an audio notification when a new Event
occurs that meets the parameters of the alerts. “In-App” refers to alerts being within the Skylight
application.

The notification center at the top of the Skylight tool will display a red dot when you have unread
notifications. Each new notification will generate a sound and add to the total count. NOTE: Sound
is not available on mobile.

You can take the following actions in the
notification center:

1. View the alert by clicking the alert
itself

2. Mark an alert as read
3. Delete an alert
4. Mark all alerts as read
5. Delete all alerts
6. Mute/unmute the notification sound
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Email Alerts
For any alerts in which you have selected to receive instant email alerts, you will receive an email as
soon as an event that matches your saved filter criteria is first detected. A link which will allow you
to view updated information about the event within the Skylight platform.

NOTE: The information in the platform may contain different information from the email if changes
have occurred (e.g. the duration of a Dark Rendezvous has increased since the email was sent, and
thus the transshipment confidence also changed).

NOTE: If you have questions or concerns about an
instant email alert, you should not reply to
ap@skylight.earth. Instead, please reach out to
support@skylight.global.

Dashboards
Skylight dashboards feature summary statistics about
your Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). Navigating to a
dashboard and getting a quick summary can help agencies prepare for daily briefings, weekly
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reports, and put individual alerts in
context of historical activity (e.g. whether a
particular entry is “normal” for your EEZ).
To access Dashboards:

1. Use the “My Skylight” menu at the
top right corner of the application.

2. Under the “My Dashboard” section,
there is a list of EEZs that are
accessible to you. Highlight and click
the EEZ Dashboard you want to view

NOTE: If you are interested in viewing
activities for an EEZ  that is not in your
account, please email
support@skylight.global with the name of
the EEZ(s).

EEZ dashboards summarize Standard and Dark Rendezvous activities within your EEZ over time.
The dashboard has two tabs: Summary and Event Analysis.

Hover over the triangle icon on the bottom corner of each widget to understand what it is
describing.
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Change the conditions of the dashboard using the check boxes on the top left and filter option on
the top right. Options include changing which Rendezvous Event Types are displayed, shortening or
extending the period of time being summarized, and/or limiting to fishing-related vessel types
rather than showing all vessel types.

Event Analysis

Event Analysis allows you to explore all Rendezvous events an area one-by-one, rather than seeing
them summarized. Similar to the “Summary” page, you can change the conditions of the dashboard
by using the Filters on the top right. Options include changing the nationalities included, vessel
types, event types, and time period.

One common use case for the Event Analysis page is picking a longer period of time (e.g. one
month), sorting by vessel name, and seeing which vessels generate the most activities in this EEZ.
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Change Time Zone Display
Change the display of the time zone in Skylight based on your
preference by following these steps:

1. Go to My Skylight → User Profile
2. Open the drop down shown in the image and select your

time zone
3. Click Save to set your time zone setting

Note:  Time zone will still be shown in UTC for any data
downloaded into a CSV/KML file

Creating a Shortcut to Skylight on Mobile
We support mobile access on iOS 12.1.4 or above and Android 7.1.1 or above. To enable easy access
to the Skylight platform, here are some brief instructions to create a shortcut that will look and
function like a mobile app.

iOS
Launch the Safari browser. Enter sc-production.skylight.earth/login to get to the login screen and
sign in. Tap the share icon at the bottom of the screen and scroll until you see “Add to Home
Screen”.

Enter a name for your shortcut or leave the default value. Tap “Add”. The shortcut should now
appear on your home screen. If you don’t see the icon appear, restart your phone.
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NOTE: You are automatically logged out every time you leave the app.

Android
Launch the Chrome browser and enter sc-production.skylight.earth/login. On the bottom of the
screen, a banner that says “Add Skylight to Home Screen” should pop-up. Select this option and
press “Add” to add a shortcut to your home screen. If the banner to “Add Skylight to Home Screen”
does not automatically appear, you can use the Chrome menu to add the shortcut.
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OR
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Recommended Browsers
For a better user experience, it is recommended to
use a browser that we are currently supporting.
You will see a warning message upon logging in if
the browser you are using is not compatible with
Skylight.

You can view the most updated list of browsers
supported here (e.g. Chrome, Edge, Firefox, and
Safari for Desktop users).
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